At the cinema

Read the twenty film titles. (They are the titles of films from the United Kingdom and the United States.)
Ten are about a male person.
Ten are about a female person.
Write the titles in the correct grids: male or female.

BROther JOHN
US 1970

THE BOYFRIEND
UK 1971

THE LITTLE PRINCE
US 1974

AN UNMARRIED WOMAN
US 1977

THE GOOD MOTHER
US 1978

QUEEN CHRISTINA
US 1953

UNCLE SILAS
UK 1947

GOOD MORNING, MISS DOVE
US 1953

MR SMITH GOES TO WASHINGTON
US 1939

THE BOY WITH GREEN HAIR
US 1948

THE LITTLE PRINCESS
US 1939

MY DAUGHTER JOY
UK 1950

MRS MINIVER
US 1942

MY SISTER EILEEN
US 1955

THE MAN FROM MOROCCO
UK 1944

AUNT CLARA
UK 1954

A KING IN NEW YORK
UK 1957

A GIRL NAMED TAMIKO
US 1962

GOOODBYE, MR CHIPS
UK 1969
Male and Female
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Add a Letter
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Nouns ending with a consonant +y make their plural with ies (fly - flies).
Nouns ending with x, s, ch or sh make their plural with es (foxes).
Some nouns have irregular plurals (man - men).

Do-It-Yourself
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Mr Smith Goes To Washington
The Man From Morocco
The Little Princess
Uncle Silas
Mrs Miniver
The Boy With Green Hair
My Daughter Joy
My Son John
Aunt Clara
A King In New York
Good Morning, Miss Dove
My Sister Eileen
Goodbye, Mr Chips
Brother John
A Girl Named Tamiko
The Boyfriend
An Unmarried Woman
The Little Prince
The Good Mother

A Different Alphabet
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Remember:
Most nouns make their plural by adding s to the singular
(birds, sisters, sons, frogs, shadows). This includes nouns
ending with a vowel + y (days).

Theatre Posters
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1. MEN WITHOUT SHADOWS 5. ALL MY SONS
2. HAPPY DAYS 6. THREE SISTERS
3. THE BIRDS 7. THE FLIES
4. THE FROGS 8. THE LITTLE FOXES

In fact, those symbols show the positions of the flags in the semaphore alphabet:
A B C D E F G H I J K L M
N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
\[ etc. \]
Countries in Code
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AYILT  1  ITALY
NSIAP  1  SPAIN
ANAPJ  1  JAPAN
ZRLBAI  1  BRAZIL
CFNEAR  1  FRANCE
ADACNA  1  CANADA
NAGMEYR  4  GERMANY
PATUOGRU  PORTUGAL

At Home
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1. COOKER  5. FRIDGE  9. TABLE
2. BED  6. BATH  10. CHAIR
3. SOFA  7. ARMCHAIR  11. RECORD-PLAYER
4. TELEVISION  8. BOOKCASE  12. WINDOW

Proverbs:
Home is where the heart is.
There's no place like home.
East, west, home is best.

Book Titles
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The House in Paris  Elizabeth Bowen
A Fire On The Moon  Norman Mailer
Our Man In Havana  Graham Greene
To The Lighthouse  Virginia Woolf
Just Above My Head  James Baldwin
A Small Town in Germany  John le Carré
Under The Volcano  Malcolm Lowry
Across The River And
Into The Trees  Ernest Hemingway
A Flag On The Island  V. S. Naipaul
The Waves Behind The Boat  Francis King

Verb Crossword
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1. BEGIN  7. ASK  13. CARRY
2. PLAY  8. PAY  14. WATCH
3. WASH  9. FINISH  15. WALK
4. RELAX  10. STOP  16. SAY
5. PULL  11. LISTEN  17. EAT
6. BORROW  12. PUSH  18. GO

Add Two Letters
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TIN  STREET
TREE  PENCE
ONE  ADDRESS
PEN  TRAIN
DRESS  PHONE

TV Programmes
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Reporter  Fireman
Air Hostess  Policeman
Policewoman  Bank Clerk
Shop Assistant  Secretary
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